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Ijinclomann's theory (1910) of fufljon for monatomic solids asHumos that melting 
oooiH’s when the amplitnde of thermal vibrations of the atoms roae,h one half the 
(iistaiice of separation of neighbouring atoms less their diameter. Gilvarry (1956), 
liowevoi, suggested that fusion occurs when the ratio of the root-moan square 
amplitude of thermal vibration <  >  to the square of the nearest neighbour
separation S, nniehes a certain critical fraction: tins fraction is presumed to be 
1j\(‘ same lor all solids To estimate the amplitnde of thonnal vibration, one can 
m;ik(‘ use of the Debye-Waller theory of the temperature factor of X-ray scattering,
^h^T [ r l
■■ (I)
lim' ,r — 0/T.
For ,r small, the tporm within the bracket ls ap])roximately unity The Debj^o 
temporature ®, can then be computed from the I'elation
<  u,^ , _3h^T„,
..  (2)
7'ni is the melting point, A the atomic woiglit and S is expressed in angstroms.
The above relation has been used by Sirota (1968) to calculate the Debye 
I'l'iiqicratures of group of semiconductors, taking germanium as the re-
rrn'iu'.o element to determine the value of the constant y. The validity of the 
assumption of constant y has been investigated by Singh & Sharma (1968) for 
lip number of cubic elements and it has been fc and that y has nearly the same value 
lor elements of a particular group of the Periodic Table but exhibits wide varia­
tion h'ora one group to another The same conclusion is also borne out for 
luid groups of soniiconduetors as shown in table 1. The choice of germa-
'^ iinn as the reference element for determining the constant y docs not, therefoi'c, 
to be justified. A mean value of y obtained from known compounds is
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Table 1. tj values for and semiconductors
4 4 6  M . D . A garw al, V . R a ju  and J. K . D . V erm a
pxpectod to yield better agreement and should bo used for calculating © values
for that group of compounds.
Compound Tm . © «
(°K) (°K) (ld-'»)
Compound T m  ^  V (“K) (°K) : (10-3)
AlSb
GiiV
GaAfl
OuSb
iiir
TuAh
InSb
1327
1023
1610
986
1327
1210
798
290 8 
445.4
4.182 
4 250
344 0 4 281 
207.4 3 005 
.303 4 4 458 
25] 3 4 298 
201 6 3 071
ZnS
ZnSc
ZnTc
CdRo
(MTo
HgSe
HgTe
1923
1788
1508
1026
1371
1038
943
347.1
278.1 
226 1
230.0 
163 5 
152 3
142.2
8.702 
7 749
6 685 
6.730
7 902 
6 733 
5 337
Belation (2) has been used to obtain a rough estimate of the Debyo tompora- 
ture.s of semiconducting compounds AlAs, AlP, and BP for which 0  values are 
not avadable in the literature. The Debye temperatures thus estimated are 
455, 64S and 977"K, respectively, and these values are in fair agreement to those 
(417, 588 and 985‘’K) pivdicted from lattice constant data (Steigmeier 1903. 
Aggarwal et al 1972) The differences can be attributed to the uncertainty in' 
the values of the molting points of these compounds.
It is, however, to bo emphasised that the Idndemann-Gilvarrj’^ theory deve­
loped for cubic monatomie solids may be applied to compounds only for approxi­
mate evaluation. Not only the Debye temperature is a fimotion of temperature 
but the available experimental data also reveal that the value of <  >  close
to the molting point, differs considorablj^ from the theoretical value (c/. Viswa- 
mitra tSr. Jayalalcslimi, 1970). No groat accracy should, therfore, be expected 
from this method but the method is still useful m predicting unknown Debye 
tiomporatiiros.
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